Diversity in DNA rearrangements and in RNA expressions of immunoglobulin gene on common variable immunodeficiency.
Six heterogeneous common variable immunodeficiency (CVID) patients were analysed for germ-line DNA, DNA rearrangements, and RNA expressions of immunoglobulin (Ig) gene by Southern or northern blotting using appropriate probes. We detected no polymorphism in neutrophil DNA hybridized to a C mu and a C gamma probe. In three patients, both serum Ig and Ig-bearing cells were scarcely detected, and by northern hybridization methods, neither mu mRNA, gamma mRNA, alpha mRNA nor kappa mRNA was detected. However, one Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) of these three patients was different from the germ line in the region of JH, C gamma, and C kappa, and expressed mu mRNA at a higher level. The B cell defects of these three patients lay on the B cell maturation stage similar to X-linked agammaglobulinaemia (XLA). In two others among the six CVID patients, serum IgM and IgM-bearing cells were detected to a certain degree, and by northern hybridization, mu mRNA was detected at a lower level, but neither mu mRNA, alpha mRNA, nor kappa mRNA was detected. One LCL of these two patients could express mu mRNA at the normal level. In the last patient, the serum IgM was normal, serum IgG and IgA were somewhat low, Ig-bearing cells were normal, mu mRNA and kappa mRNA were detected at the normal level, and gamma mRNA and alpha mRNA were detected at a lower level. The defect of this patient affected the class switch stage. These results showed that primary B cell defects in CVID occurred at several B cell differentiation stages which could be classified by expression of the Ig gene, and at the degree of clonal diversity in the B cell repertoire. Furthermore, this study provides support for the idea that the CVID defect is related to a more generalized cellular function, such as regulating the proliferation and/or clonal expansion of cells of the B lymphoid lineage.